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Evolution of Form 
Wiess and Martel colleges honor their forebears 

BY GERALD M O O R H E A D 

Two recent projects on the Rice University 
campus, tar (mm the academic quadran-
gles where the showy architectural action 
has been in recent years, are adding new-
words to the Rice vocabulary of form, 
space, and material. Wiess and I lans/cn 
colleu.es (Maehado and Silvetti Associates, 
Design Architects; Kirksey, 1 xecurive 
Architect) and Martel, Jones, and Brown 
colleges (Michael Graves & Associates, 
Design Architect; PGAL, Executive 
Architect) interpret the university's archi-
tectural traditions in a way that leaves 
behind the bombast and historic mimicry 
of recent academic buildings. Returning 
to the late-modern precedent set by Alice 
Pratt Brown Hall (Ricardo Bofill, 1991) 
and Dell Butcher Hall (Antnine I'redock, 
1997), Wiess and Martel colleges reawak-
en the potential lor architecture at Rice to 
build upon its rich context while develop-
ing new concepts. 

The Rice campus boasts complex 
spatial relationships and a vocabulary of 
forms and materials that have evolved 
from Ralph Adams I ram's General I'lan 
and the first generation of buildings. New 
designs must acknowledge these traditions 
in order to be good neighbors. But which 
approach to take? Copy the early build-
ings, or find a sympathetic transformation 
of older designs? 

Although never adopted as an offi-
cial "master plan," Ralph Adams tram's 
General I'lan has been the physical 
armature ami the conceptual soul of the 
Rice campus since the plan's inception 
in I 4 10. A blend of Beaux Arts and City 
Beautiful axial planning gives a strong 
sense of place to the irregular 277-acre 
campus and a feeling of calm order amid 
I [ouston's un/oned cacophony. 

The ordering geometry of major and 
minor axes is developed into sequences 
of dynamic spaces defined by building 
facades and ends. Long, thin buildings, 
responsive to the ventilation needs of 
1 [ouston's subtropical climate, form the 
quadrangles and axial vistas. A loose, 
"ventilated" placement of freestanding 
buildings connected by arcades allows 
space and air to breathe out of the open 
corners of the quadrangles. 

Around the main quadrangle, thin 
buildings are arrayed in staggered layers, 
again for air circulation hut also to set 
up a hierarchy of use and style. Primary 
buildings facing the quadrangle are richly 
designed with brick, limestone, marble, 
and tile facades. As buildings step away 
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I. New Brown College Commons with "delached" porch facing 
Loved Hall on diagonal axis; 2. Morlel College entry pylon with 
Sallyport, also aligning diagonally to Lovell 3. Brown College 
Commons inter io i -a glass tree house; 4. Site Plan: Morlel Col-
lege (left), Jones College (centei), Brown College (right); 5. Site 
Plan: Wiess College—Iwo wings of Honsten (upper light) brack-
eting new Harmon Commons, 6. Wiess College Commons interior; 
7 Wiess College courtyard, commons to lell; B. Morlel College 
entry pylon, touityard beyond; Jones College wing to right; 
1 Morlel College, single loaded arcades oroond courtyard 

from the quad, materials and ornament 
become increasingly simplified. I.ovett 
I lall exhibits the full complement of 
materials, appropriate to its signature 
image and the Sallyport that announces 
one's arrival into the academic precinct, 
farther away, terminating the view of 
a cross-axis, the Mechanical Lab ami 
Campanile (the other signature form on 
campus) are pared down to hrick. Farther 
yet from the academic quads, Baker and 
Haiis/.cii colleges simplify the forms even 
further by substituting stucco for stone in 
most of their facades. Using this hierarchy 
of materials. Cram land his alter ego, 
Will iam Ward Watkin) were able to create 
nearly endless variety. 

I ram collaged elements ot Venetian 
Gothic, Syrian, and Byzantine sryles into a 
new expression he felt appropriate for the 
bright sun of the Texas du l l Coast. Using 
the soft tones of blended Buffalo Bayou 
brick, Texas l.ueders limestone, glazed 
tiles, and red tile roofing, Cram's refined 
eclecticism has inspired, misled, and 
sisniied campus architects over the suc-
ceeding decades. Buildings of the 1950s 
and '60s achieved continuity with the 
guidelines of the Central Plan and used 
the material palette to define a compat-
ible modernity. Recent projects, however, 
compete with Cram's harmony by copy-
ing historic details, by using too many 
materials and too much detailing, and by 
imposing inappropriate grand archways. 
It's not right to compete with I.ovett I lall. 
Fortunately, no one has yet tried to build 
another campanile. 

> > > 
The "new" Wiess and Mattel colleges 
look less "l ike Rice" than any recent 
campus buildings. Yet, paradoxically, they 
make more meaningful connections to 
Cram's vision of spatial order and mate-
rial appropriateness. 

On the far-north edge of campus, 
where Cram originally planned a suhdi 
vision of 20 faculty houses, the original 
women's residences of Margaret Root 
Brown (Brown ik Root, 1%5) and Mary 
Cibbs Jones (Lloyd & Morgan, 1957) 
colleges always felt disconnected from 
the Rice order. With the addition of new 
residential wings, commons, servery, and 
the new Marrel College, Michael Craves 
& Associates has reorganized this district 
and created a new diagonal axis that con-
nects it to the rest of the campus. 

"We thought the use ot single-loaded 
corridors opening onto common court-

yards was especially important...to foster 
a sense of accessibility and community," 
notes Tom Rowe ot Craves's office. The 
Martel courtyard plan offers a new type 
ol spatial arrangetneni tor the residen-
tial areas. In the past, long buildings of 
double-loaded corridors have loosely 
defined the space ol the college precinct, 
with rooms having little connection to the 
outdoors. The courts of Baker, Wil l Rice, 
and 1 lans/en are extensions of the formal 
axial composition. In contrast, the Marrel 
court is a casual backyard kind of space, 
with a single big oak tree and picnic 
tables, and continual activity in the open-
air passages. It is also a tightly enclosed 
space, the first of its kind on campus. 
(The university set a requirement for the 
new colleges that each room be behind 
at least two locked doors. Thus, rooms 
cannot open directly onto the sidewalk as 
they ditl in the old Wiess and still do in 
the 1950s colleges. That restriction posed 
a real challenge to the architects as they 
tried to return to the older forms without 
being able to handle circulation in the 
same way.) 

The reorientation of this part ol 
campus is largely accomplished with a 
templelike frontispiece, set astride a new 
diagonal axis that leads to the north end 
of I.ovett Hall. This visually freestanding 
block is pierced with a tall portal faced 
in a soft blue-gray Cippolino marble that, 
while coming Jose to being another pseu-
do-Sallyport, has ample scale to address 
the long vista south to I.ovett Hall. 

The projecting bays that march along 
the outer perimeter of Marrel College are 
reminiscent of the wood bay window on 
Baker College. The persistent expression 
of the floor-slab edge creates a layer-
ing of horizontal lines that relate to a 
similar feature on the nearby wings ol 
Jones College. While1 incorporating these 
Rice references, Martel is a distinctively 
Cravesian design, with stout cylindrical 
columns on the ground level, brick pat-
terning to imply overscaled rustication, 
and an almost childlike playfulness that is 
refreshing in contrast to the stiff histori-
cist posturing ot recent academic struc-
tures on campus. 

The most dramatic addition to the 
three-college complex is the new Brown 
Commons. Placed as a divider between 
the wooded lawn of Brown and the tiered 
garden of Jones (with its now transplant-
ed Carl Miles fountain), the commons is 
a steel -and-glass pavilion rising within a 
brick arcade. The broad overhangs of its 

roof plane are supported by large steel 
braces that angle up from the brick base, 
giving the root a floating appearance. A 
tall, narrow porch with slender columns 
stands free of the glass pavilion like a 
false front, an overscaled gesture aimed 
down the vista to I.ovett 1 lall. 

While each college is distinct and 
self contained. Brown, Jones, and Martel 
share the newest feature of the Rice land-
scape: a food servery. Under the guidance 
of Mark Dil tnian, director ot I lousing 
and Dining, campus-wide food service is 
charting new menus. The dreaded central 
kitchen has reheated its last mystery meat. 
Food is prepared fresh daily in each serv-
ery under the direction of its own chef 
anil general manager. The choice is aston-
ishing, the quality great. Preparing 2,000 
meals .1 das pun ides the economy ot 
scale that makes this tasty fea(s)t possible. 
Loosely modeled after a mall food court, 
the North Servery also handles all catering 
on campus. 

The South Servery connects the new 
I lanszen Commons with the new Wiess 
College and Commons. Eventually, 
another college (where the old Wiess used 
to stand) wi l l share this servery. Like the 
north colleges by Craves, this new com-
plex by Machado and Silvetti Associates 
breaks new ground, apparently picking up 
a Modernist response where the Ccorge 
Pierce-Abcl B. Pierce Karth Sciences group 
(1958-67) left off. The project began with 
the disadvantage ol a site that has no 
connection to the axial structure ol the 
south residential group. By turning the 
wings of Wiess in on themselves to form 
a large open square, Machado and Silvetti 
formed a new kind of space, similar to the 
court at Martel but with a much stronger 
sense of protective enclosure. The single-
loaded corridors, protected by only metal 
railings anil mesh screens, are more open 
to the space than the masonry screened 
walks at Martel, With the constant activ-
ity of students on the walks, the court has 
the bustle of a Mediterranean tenement; 
colorful laundry hanging from the rails 
would not be out of place. 

Viewed from Main Street and the 
playing fields to the south, Wiess is a 
sternly rigid block. Subtle patterns of 
offset window alignments and vertical-
slot brce/.eways are set within the crisp 
edges and flat planes of the large mass. In 
contrast to the boldly scaled outer bays 
that make Craves's Martel wings two-
sided, Wiess is protectively enclosed and 
inwardly focused, Future buildings in this 

precinct wi l l have a challenging task: to 
face these taut walls and make spatial 
connections to the inner court. 

Pinched in place by the north ends ol 
the court, the glass-walled commons feels 
pleasantly like an enclosed porch project-
ing into the court. From within, the space 
of the commons and the court are one. 
Big horizontal louvers shade the south-
facing glass, casting film-noir shadows 
across the floor and walls. 

The new Hans7.cn Commons, shar-
ing the South Servery with Wiess, is as 
undcrstaredly contextual as the Wiess 
Commons is brashly original. Its flat brick 
columns form a templelike termination ol 
the shady court between the east and west 
wings of Hanszen. The brick and stone 
bands of the wings wrap across the col-
umns, making a clear connection between 
college and commons. 

Above the South Servery, another 
unique space helps to reconneel Wiess 
to the campus. A rooftop terrace looks 
across the trees and campus roolscape to 
the stadium. A broad cascade of stairs 
forms a mini-stadium overlooking the 
playing fields behind the gym. Although 
unintended at the time of its design, this 
staircase wi l l tie Wiess to the new aca-
demic quadrangle proposed in Michael 
Craves's campus plan: a quad that will 
extend from the Baker Institute to Main 
Street in a major new cross-axis address-
ing the Medical Center (see "The Profit 
Zone," page 24). 

> > > 
The Martel and Wiess college projects 
have made a strong break with the recent 
rash of bistoricist Cram wannabes. These 
two new colleges display .\n informed 
and creative response to the Rice milieu 
inspired by the spirit of Cram's plan and 
materials rather than a plagiarism ot his 
unique style. As campus development 
becomes denser and buildings larger, 
maintaining a sense ol spatial order wil l 
be ever more critical. Campuses such as 
those of the University of Texas and the 
University of Houston, also originally 
planned around axes and quadrangles, 
have lost all sense of order as buildings 
are placed by expediency rather than by 
design. The ability of the Rice campus 
to accommodate compatible new plan 
ning approaches within the spirit of the 
Ceneral Plan wil l save it from joining the 
ranks ol these nonplaccs. • 


